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Learn to Trade at Home

• Learn to Trade at Home

Distance Education is the most convenient way to learn. Whether
you prefer Internet training, CD-Rom or Correspondence Lessons, this
“do it in your own time-frame” approach makes a lot of sense.

• Mentoring & Consulting
• Hands-On Training in Southern CA
• Video & Audio Tapes
• Books & Documents

Sunny J. Harris, author of Trading 101-How to Trade Like a Pro
and Trading 102-Getting Down to Business, host of The Money Mentor
(http://www.moneymentor.com), and publisher of Traders’ Catalog &
Resource Guide, personally instructs you.
This 20-lesson course was designed by Sunny, based on her acclaimed Trading 101 Seminars, and leads you through the stepby-step
process of becoming a trader.
Each lesson builds upon the previous, taking you thorough the elements you will need to understand all the math and technical analysis
ecessary to begin trading. With each lesson you will spend time on the
telephone with Sunny Harris, reviewing your problem reas, and preparing
for the next lesson.
The normal consulting fee of $695 per hour is waived for all time
spent with Sunny on the phone relating to this course. At only $2,995 for
20 weeks of custom-designed study, the value is tremendous!

Our Distance Education Includes:
n 20-week custom-designed study schedule for individual study
n 20 complete chapters with a battery of unique drills and quizzes
n Online Study Lessons

In addition to consulting
and private mentoring, we
offer group classes and
seminars to assist your learning.
Please feel free to contact
Sunny for more information.

sunnyharris
enterprises, inc.

1547 Mission Meadows Dr.
Oceanside, CA 92057
voice 1.760.908.3070
fax
1.760.859.3057
skype 1.760.444.4174
email sunny@moneymentor.com
URL
http://www.moneymentor.com
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Our Distance Education Includes (cont’d from page 1)

n Easy to read narrative style that coaches as it teaches
n Free comprehensive glossary of terms ($99 value)
n Smart and attractive workbook and lessons integrated into the
study schedule
n Exam forms and pre-paid mailing envelopes to return each exam
to us for scoring
n Certificate of Completion

Ask the Expert

Sunny Harris is a TradeStation Solution Provider and an EasyLanguage expert.
Sunny has been trading developing trading
systems since 1981. Her best-selling books,
Trading 101-How to Trade Like a Pro, Trading
102-Getting Down to Business, and Getting Started in Trading address
trading system design and implementation.
Sunny just released TradeStation Made Easy! and is currently under
contract to John Wiley & Sons to write two more trading books: Grading the Gurus, and Trading Systems Exposed!
Sunny has been programming for more than 30
years. As a systems
programmer at Lockheed
in the 70s and subsequently
one of the founders of
ISSCO (originators of Harvard Graphics), she is wellqualified to
assist you in your learning
process. In addition to trading and system
development, Sunny maintains a breadth of knowledge and exposure  by beta testing software
for TradeStation, MultiCharts, Microsoft, Equis MetaStock, NexTrend,  
Professional Trade Advisor, Quote.com
and others.
If you are interested in a systematic approach to trading, there’s no
better resource for education than Sunny Harris Enterprises, Inc.
“Sunny is one of the most studious and
diligent people I know and gives generously in teaching others what she has
learned through the school of hard
knocks.  Successful traders have one
thing in common: they approach trading
by developing an objective strategy and
then use it consistently.” -Bill Cruz
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